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NEW QUESTION: 1
Universal Containers has defined a new Data Quality Plan for
their Salesforce data and wants to know how they can enforce it
throughout the organization. Which two approaches should an
architect recommend to enforce this new plan?
Choose 2 answers
A. Store all data in an external system and set up an
integration to Salesforce for view - only access.
B. Schedule a weekly dashboard displaying records that are
missing information to be sent to managers for review.
C. Use Workflow, Validation Rules, and Force.com code (Apex) to
enforce critical business processes.
D. Schedule reports that will automatically catch duplicates
and merge or delete the records every week.
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 2

A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: B

A
C
D
B

NEW QUESTION: 3
F is an entrepreneur who runs a chain of health food shops in
Country M.
There are no other similar health food shops operating in
Country M and the chain has rapidly grown over the last three
years. F wishes to continue to grow his chain of shops but is
aware that he lacks the funds to enable him to grow at the pace
which the market is demanding. He is also concerned that
continued rapid growth will result in him losing control over
the strong brand reputation and identity that he has built up
for the chain of shops.
Which of the following would be the most feasible strategy for
F to adopt to continue to grow his business?
A. Acquisition
B. Franchising
C. Joint venture
D. Licensing
Answer: B
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